Reduce the impact of rising energy costs

Monitor plant energy consumption to keep costs under control
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Energy costs have been steadily rising for the past decade driven by an exponential
demand increase over this same period. Energy has become a significant operational cost
that finance managers and senior executives are seeking to reduce by identifying more
energy efficient business methods.
Cloud-based energy analysis and monitoring integrates field devices into a single platform
allowing data to be collected in real-time and stored on a cloud where Internet based
software provides operations and financial management with the right operational
insights to make data driven decisions.
Delivering actionable insights Energy costs are related to an array of complex variables. Managing and optimization
energy consumption requires a dynamic and adaptive approach – Define Energy Insights™ provides the tools you need by:
• Collecting and analyzing energy meter consumption data
• E
 stimating the impact of energy savings actions; such as improving lighting efficiency, using heat
recovery systems, implementing demand driven control of equipment
• M
 onitoring the effectiveness of energy cost saving initiatives and investments through analyzing
energy consumption trend data

Lowering costs, raising expectations Managing and reducing energy consumption not only lowers operating costs
but also assists your company in mitigating climate change and in turn enhances your corporate reputation by
demonstrating your commitment to reducing your energy footprint.
The primary objective of energy management is to maintain
optimum energy procurement and utilization throughout
your organization. By implementing energy consumption
monitoring you can begin to measure your business’s current
consumption and gain insights into ways to minimize energy
costs and environmental effects.
This data can then be leveraged to form the basis of new
company policies, processes and procedures to manage
operational energy use.

About Define Instruments
Define Instruments are leaders in industrial IoT innovation. With a focus on the “installer in the field” the company
which was established in 1990 builds products that don’t a require a high level of technical knowledge, can be
configured in minutes and require little or no ongoing maintenance.
Define Instruments offer their in-house engineering design expertise to customize these products to suit your
application. Define also offer IIoT consulting services to assist you with taking your first steps towards IIoT deployment
in your business.

Operational oversight

Harness meaningful data

Predict and plan

Collect operational data from every
machine for deeper insights into the
workings of your business

Identify dead spots, inefficiencies,
and untapped opportunities in your
value chain

With data insights you can achieve
greater productivity, planning and
growth.

Talk to our IIoT experts, call 214-926-4950
Email: sales@defineinstruments.com
Web: www.defineinstruments.com
Address: 5711 Preston Oaks Road, Suite #142, Dallas, TX

